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About This Game

Grounds of Glory is an online arena-based PvP game. It features destructible elements, proper projectile collision and reactive
spells and abilities. Its fast-paced and action-packed combat is heavily dependant on positioning, reaction speed and aiming your

projectiles.

Gameplay
Is a pillar blocking your way? Destroy it! Is a projectile flying towards your critically wounded teammate? Throw yourself

forward, intercept it and save his life. Do you see a crowd control spell being cast on you? Be fast enough and escape it using
your dash or teleport!

Grounds of Glory currently supports 2v2 and 3v3 game formats. Are you alone and want to play with someone? Don't worry,
we’ve got you covered; use the supported solo-queue option. All game modes use proper matchmaking while the dedicated

servers offer a lag-free and stable experience.

ARCANIST
Powerful spellcasters, able to wield three distinct types of spells with either instant or prolonged effect. Arcanists excel in

controlling the battlefield and they can even summon otherworldly beings to do their bidding for a short time.

PROPHET
Shielding to prevent damage, mending injuries and supporting others in various other ways, Prophets are indispensable to every

team. They can turn the tides of battle in their favour by using their diverse arsenal of spells.
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WARRIOR
Masters of melee weapons, Warriors can switch between dual wielding and two-handed weapon styles, trading the frequency of

attacks for their impact. When they close in on their target, they can make short work of dispatching their foe.

Progression System
When you level up and acquire all the abilities, masteries and talents, the game has just begun. Grounds of Glory will offer
seasons with unique gear sets and other cosmetic enhancments to the game. Some rewards are reserved only for the best:

participate in ranked mode to obtain titles and epic cloaks that make you stand out on the battlefield.
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Title: Grounds of Glory
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
GG STUDIOS d.o.o.
Publisher:
GG STUDIOS d.o.o.
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 670

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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Honestly seems like a really cool game. Unfortunately not many people at this moment so we keep facing a lot of bots. It is a
bummer and I hope more people check it out.
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